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SKEIN ALGEBRAS OF SURFACES
JO´ZEF H. PRZYTYCKI, ADAM S. SIKORA
Abstract. We show that the Kauffman bracket skein algebra of any
oriented surface F (possibly with marked points in its boundary) has no
zero divisors and that its center is generated by knots parallel to the un-
marked components of the boundary of F . Furthermore, we show that
skein algebras are Noetherian and Ore. Our proofs rely on certain filtra-
tions of skein algebras induced by pants decompositions of surfaces. We
prove some basic algebraic properties of the associated graded algebras
along the way.
1. Introduction
1.1. Skein algebras. Throughout the paper pF,Bq will denote a marked
surface – that is a connected oriented surface F together with a finite subset
B of BF of marked points. (BF may be empty).
An pF,Bq-link is a framed embedding of a 1-manifold
L “ S1 Y ...Y S1 Y I Y ...Y I ãÑ F ˆ I,
where I “ r0, 1s, such that the boundary points of L lie in B ˆ I, and
the framing of L at boundary points is parallel to BF . (We follow the
terminology of [BW1, Mu, Le2], even though the term “tangle” may be
more adequate here.) We assume additionally that each arc is isotopic mod
its boundary to an arc with framing parallel to F. (Hence, adding a half-
twist to it is not allowed.) The pF,Bq-links are considered up to isotopy
within the space of pF,Bq-links. We denote their set, including the empty
link H, by LpF,Bq.
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and a fixed invertible ele-
ment A P R. The Kauffman bracket skein module SpF,Bq of a marked sur-
face pF,Bq is the quotient of the free R-module RLpF,Bq by the submod-
ule generated by the Kauffman bracket skein relations (1). This definition
follows that of [BW1] and it generalizes the skein modules of 3-manifolds
without marked points introduced by the first author and V. Turaev, cf.
[Bu, BFK, BP, FG, HP, Ma, Le1, Pr1, Pr2, PS, Tu, S1, SW, Tu] and the
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2 JO´ZEF H. PRZYTYCKI, ADAM S. SIKORA
references within. (SpF,Hq, denoted by SpF q is the “standard” Kauffman
bracket skein module of M .)
(1) ´A ´A´1 , ` pA2 `A´2qH.
The above skein module is an algebra with the product L1 ¨ L2 of two
links in SpF,Bq given by a union of these two links when L1 is positioned in
F ˆ p0, 1{2q and L2 in F ˆ p1{2, 1q. That multiplication operation extends
onto the entire algebra SpF,Bq with the identity H.
Skein modules and skein algebras play an important role in quantum
topology. In particular, the skein algebra of a punctured surface embeds
into the quantum Teichmu¨ller space of Chekhov-Fock, [BW1], cf. [CF, Ka,
Le2, Le3, Mu].
Furthermore, for closed surfaces F , the quotient of the skein algebra of
F for A “ e2pii{4r by the pr ´ 1qst Jones-Wenzl idempotent coincides with
endomorphism ring of the Reshetikhin-Turaev-Witten TQFT state space
at level r, cf. [Ro, S2]. Finally, skein modules of knot complements and
the skein algebra of the torus play the central role in the q-holonomicity
of colored Jones polynomials, the construction of the non-commutative A-
polynomial, and in the AJ-conjecture, [FG, FGL, Ga, GL].
By “pushing” the fibers tbu ˆ I into BF ˆ t0u in the direction of the
orientation of BF , pF,Bq-links can be thought as links in FˆI with endpoints
in pBF ´ Bq ˆ t0u and with framing parallel to F . From now on we will
use this alternative definition since it makes pF,Bq-links more conveniently
represented by diagrams in F . By this approach the product of any two
links L1 ¨ L2 is given by a disjoint union of them such that L2 is on top of
L1 and the endpoints of L1 lie before the endpoints of L2 in every interval
of pBF ´Bq ˆ t0u, with respect to the orientation of BF.
Let S 1pF,Bq be a submodule of SpF,Bq spanned by links L which contain
an arc parallel to BF. (That is an arc α Ă F such that there is an isotopy
of L fixing its endpoints and moving α into α1 Ă BF. That α1 may contain
points of B.) Symbolically, S 1pF,Bq is generated by the skein relation (2).
(2)
Note that S 1pF,Bq is a two-sided ideal in SpF,Bq. Indeed, if L1 contains
an arc α parallel to BF as above then for every pF,Bq-link L2 every resolution
of crossings between α and L2 yields a link in S 1pF,Bq.
We call the quotient
RSpF,Bq “ SpF,Bq{S 1pF,Bq
the reduced skein algebra of pF,Bq. That algebra makes an appearance in
[Le2] already and it is a quotient of the marked skein algebra of [Mu].
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For any B Ă BF, SpF q “ SpF,Hq is a subalgebra of SpF,Bq and since
SpF q has trivial intersection with S 1pF,Bq it is also a subalgebra ofRSpF,Bq.
For any connected component γ of BF let Kγ be a knot in F ˆ I parallel
to γ (with the framing parallel to F ). We say that a component γ of BF is
marked if it contains at least one element of B. (The unmarked components
correspond to surface punctures in [BW1, Le2, Mu].)
Denote the center of a ring P by CpP q. The goal of this paper is to prove
the following three fundamental properties of (reduced) skein algebras.
Theorem 1. If A4n ´ 1 is not a zero divisor in R for any n ą 0 then for
any marked surface pF,Bq ‰ pS1 ˆ I,Hq, CpRSpF,Bqq is the R-algebra of
polynomials in knots Kγ for the unmarked connected boundary components
γ of BF.
In particular, for F not annulus, CpSpF qq is a polynomial ring in Kγ for
connected boundary components γ of BF . On the other hand,
CpSpS1 ˆ Iqq “ SpS1 ˆ Iq “ RrKs,
where K is the core of the annulus. A version of Theorem 1 was proved for
some surfaces of genus zero and one (and B “ H) in [BP].
The condition that A4n ´ 1 is not a zero divisor in R for n ą 0 implies
that A is not a root of unity. That condition is necessary. Indeed, Bonahon
and Wang prove in [BW2, Lemma 10] that for every knot K in F ˆ I, the
n-th Chebyshev polynomial (of the first kind) of K is central in SpF q if A
is a primitive m-th root of unity for an odd m. (See also [Le1].) Therefore,
the center of SpF q is much larger than that of Theorem 1 in that case.
Since knotsKγ as above are central in SpF,Bq, the epimorphism SpF,Bq Ñ
RSpF,Bq induces an epimorphism on centers of these algebras.
The second main result of this paper is
Theorem 2. For any marked surface pF,Bq and for any integral domain
R (i.e. a commutative ring with no non-zero zero divisors) RSpF,Bq is a
domain (i.e. it has no left nor right non-zero zero divisors).
These results were announced in [PS] for B “ H. The proofs of this
paper are generalizations of those which we had in mind 18 years ago, when
writing that paper. A rough idea of the proof of Theorem 2 was mentioned
in [Pr3].
In the meantime, Bonahon and Wong constructed an embedding of skein
algebras, for BF ‰ H, into the Chekhov-Fock quantum Teichmu¨ler space,
[BW1, CF], which is a quantum torus, i.e. the algebra of Laurant poly-
nomials in non-commuting variables x˘11 , ..., x˘1n which q-commute, that
is xixj “ qnijxjxi, for some nij P Z. Since such algebras are domains,
their work implies that non-reduced skein algebras, SpF,Bq, are domains
for BF ‰ H and R “ CrA˘1s. (Later, Muller constructed an embedding
of his skein algebra SkqpF q for BF ‰ H, into a quantum torus. Various
simplifications and enhancements of Bonahon-Wang and Muller work were
obtained by Leˆ, [Le1, Le2, Le3].)
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Additionally, [CM] proved that the skein algebra for A “ ˘1 has no non-
zero nilpotents – see further comments and consequences of this result in
Subsection 1.4. Finally, C. Frohman and J. Kannia-Bartoszyn´ska proved
the above theorem for BF ‰ H, B “ H, and A root of unity, [FK].
We like to think of the above skein algebras as quantizations of algebras
coming from invariant theory. One usually requires of such quantized alge-
bras to be Noetherian, c.f. [BG, Ch. I.1.14]. As suggested to us by T. Leˆ,
it is indeed the case for the skein algebras:
Theorem 3. [Proof in Sec. 1.7] For any marked surface pF,Bq and for any
integral domain R, RSpF,Bq is Noetherian.
Corollary 4. For any marked surface pF,Bq and for any integral domain
R, RSpF,Bq is
(1) finitely generated
(2) an Ore domain, cf. [GW, Corollary 6.7].
1.2. Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank T. Leˆ and an
anonymous referee for helpful comments.
1.3. Unorientable surfaces. For an unorientable surface F one may con-
sider an orientable twisted r0, 1s-bundle M over F . (Such a bundle is
unique.) Since there is no notion of “up” and “down” in that bundle,
the previous definition of the product does not work in M for generic A.
However, one can still consider the product in M for A “ ˘1 though since
(3) “
in that case and, therefore, the product of two links in M can be defined
as any disjoint union of them. Let us assume that F is closed now since
otherwise M is homeomorphic to a handlebody. We propose
Conjecture 5. For any nonorientable surface F ‰ RP2,RP2#RP2 (Klein
bottle) and for any integral domain R the skein algebra SpF q is a domain.
The above result does not hold for RP2 nor RP2#RP2. Indeed, it is easy to
see that SpRP2q » Rrxs{px2´4Aq and SpRP2#RP2q » Rrx, ys{pxpy2´4Aqq,
if 12 P R, cf. [PS].
1.4. Applications to SLp2,Cq-character varieties. For R “ C, A “ ˘1,
and any oriented 3-manifold M the skein module SpMq (which is an algebra
in this case) is algebra isomorphic with the “coordinate ring” CrXppi1pMqqs,
of the SLp2,Cq-character variety, [Bu, PS]. More precisely, it is isomorphic
with the algebra of sections of the structure sheaf of the SLp2,Cq-character
variety, Xppi1pMqq, of pi1pMq, thought as an algebraic scheme being the
geometric-invariant quotient of the SLp2,Cq-representation scheme of pi1pMq
by the action of SLp2,Cq by conjugation. (The point being, CrXppi1pMqqs
may a priori have nilpotents.)
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Corollary 6. For any surface F the character variety Xppi1pF qq is reduced
and irreducible.
Xppi1pF qq was proved to be reduced in [CM] and irreducible as an affine
variety in [RBC]. A nice feature of our Theorem 2 is that it implies the
above statements as its corollaries.
As we have mentioned, SpF q is a domain for R “ ZrA˘1s, BF ‰ H by
the recent work of Muller, [Mu]. Furthermore, the result of [CM] together
with that of [RBC] implies no zero divisors in SpF q for R “ ZrA˘1s and
closed surfaces, cf. Subsection 1.5. These results do not extend immediately
however to all domains R nor do they apply to RSpF,Bq.
1.5. Multi-curve bases of skein algebras. Note that every pF,Bq-link is
represented by its diagram in F – that is a collection of (unoriented) curves,
(that is circles and arcs) properly immersed in F with endpoints on marked
components of F only, but away from B.
A diagram like that without any crossings and with no contractible loops
is a multi-curve in pF,Bq. (In particular, the empty set is a multi-curve
too.) We denote the set of the isotopy classes of multi-curves in F (within
the set of multi-curves) byMCpF,Bq. By the definition, MCpF,Hq contains
collections of closed loops only.
By [Pr2, PS, SW], MCpF,Hq is an R-module basis of SpF q. These proofs
extend verbatim to the following:
Theorem 7. MCpF,Bq is an R-module basis of SpF,Bq, for any pF,Bq
and R.
Proof (sketch): By resolving all crossings and eliminating contractible loops,
every pF,Bq-link can be represented as a linear combination of multi-curves.
Therefore, MCpF,Bq spans SpF,Bq. Because the Kauffman bracket skein
relations are confluent in the sense of [SW] and because the multi-curves are
irreducible in the sense of [SW], they are linearly independent in SpF,Bq,
by [SW]. 
Example 8. SpD2, t˚uq has a basis composed of crossingless matchings on
finite numbers of points on the interval BD2 ´ t˚u, cf. Fig. 1. (Such cross-
ingless matchings appear in geometric representation theory, cf. for example
[Kh].) The product on SpD2, t˚uq defines a monoid structure on the set of
crossingless matchings. It is easy to see that SpD2, t˚uq is the free asso-
ciative algebra on the set of all primitive crossingless matchings, i.e. those
which do not decompose as a product D1 ¨D2 of crossingless matchings, for
D1, D2 ‰ H.
We say that a multi-curve C is reduced if it does not contain a bound-
ary parallel arc. We denote the set of such multi-curves in pF,Bq by
RMCpF,Bq. Since the non-reduced multi-curves form a basis of the sub-
module S 1pF,Bq Ă SpF,Bq generated by the skein relation (2), we have
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Figure 1. A crossingless matching.
Corollary 9. RMCpF,Bq is an R-module basis of RSpF,Bq, for any pF,Bq
and R.
Since RMCpS2,Hq “ RMCpD2, Bq “ H, for any B, Theorems 1 and 2
clearly hold for these marked surfaces.
The above basis result for SpF q together with the results of [Bu, PS],
[RBC] and of [CM] provide an alternative to ours proof of Theorem 2 for
closed surfaces and R “ ZrA˘1s (but does not extend to all integral domains
R):
Proof of Theorem 2 for F closed and R “ ZrA˘1s (Suggested to us
by J. Kania-Bartoszyn´ska and T. Leˆ): Since F is closed, B “ H. Consider
non-zero x, y P SpF q. We are going to show that x ¨ y ‰ 0. Since closed
multi-curves form a basis of SpF q,
x “
ÿ
C
xC ¨ C and y “
ÿ
C
yC ¨ C,
where xC , yC P ZrA˘1s and C represent closed multi-curves. By dividing
xC ’s and yC ’s by a power of A` 1 if necessary, we can assume that at least
one of xC ’s and at least one yC ’s is non-zero in
SpF qC “ SpF q bZrA˘1s C,
where A “ ´1 in C. Since closed multi-curves are linearly independent in
SpF qC, the skeins x, y are non-zero in SpF qC and, hence, by [CM], they are
also non-zero in SpF qC{
?
0. By [Bu, PS], SpF,Cq{?0 is the coordinate ring
of the (affine) SLp2,Cq-character variety of pi1pF q and, hence, x ¨ y ‰ 0 in
SpF qC by [RBC]. Consequently, x ¨ y ‰ 0 in SpF q. 
For any R and A˘1 P R,
SpF qR “ SpF qZrA˘1s bZrA˘1s R.
Therefore, it may be tempting to conclude that if R is an integral domain
then that tensor product has no non-zero zero divisors. However, there are
known examples of integral domains whose tensor products are not integral
domains.
1.6. Filtered and graded skein algebras. The basic approach to proving
the results of this paper is as follows:
Consider a reduced multi-curve M in pF,Bq. Then for every link diagram
D in pF,Bq, the weight wM pDq is the minimal geometric intersection number
of D and M in generic position. We assume that M is over D (as in D ¨M)
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which means that the endpoints of M lie after the points of D in BF zB. Let
Fw be the subspace of RSpF,Bq spanned by links with diagrams of weight
ď w. Similar filtrations were considered in [Mu, Le1, AF].
Remark 10. (1) Fw is an algebra filtration of RSpF,Bq, i.e. Fk ¨Fl Ă Fk`l.
(2) Consequently, the above filtration yields the graded reduced skein alge-
bra,
GRSpF,Bq “ ‘8k“0Fk{Fk´1,
where F´1 “ t0u, together with the canonical “grading” map
gr : RSpF,Bq Ñ GRSpF,Bq
projecting elements of Fk ´ Fk´1 into Fk{Fk´1. For x P Fk ´ Fk´1, y P
Fl ´ Fl´1, the multiplication grpxq ¨ grpyq “ px ` Fk´1qpy ` Fl´1q in the
graded algebra GRSpF,Bq is given by xy`Fk`l´1, cf. [BG, Appendix I.12].
(3) Note that RSpF,Bq has a basis of reduced multi-curves in pF,Bq. Con-
sequently, through an identification of bases, GRSpF,Bq is isomorphic to
RSpF,Bq as an R-module.
The algebra RSpF,Bq can be thought as a deformed version of the graded
“simpler” algebra, GRSpF,Bq.
We are going to deduce Theorems 1, 2, and 3 from their graded versions,
cf. Theorems 11 and 12.
1.7. Proof of Theorem 3. As in [BW1], one can think of unmarked bound-
ary components of pF,Bq as punctures. Furthermore, for the purpose of
proving that RSpF,Bq is Noetherian one can freely introduce new punc-
tures into F , since for a surface with new punctures pF 1, Bq one has an
epimorphism RSpF 1,Hq Ñ RSpF,Hq. Now the property of RSpF,Bq be-
ing Noetherian can be deduced with some work from [BW1].
Here is a simple, self-contained proof of RSpF,Bq being Noetherian.
By introducing a puncture if necessary one can consider an ideal trian-
gulation of F , whose vertices are the punctures and the points of B. Let E
be the set of the edges of that ideal triangulation. They are either internal
arcs of F or segments of BF connecting marked points. Let tFwuwě0 and
GRSpF,Bq be the induced filtration and the graded algebra associated with
RSpF,Bq, as in Remark 10. By [MR, Thm. 1.6.9], it is enough to prove
that GRSpF,Bq is Noetherian. By Remark 10, GRSpF,Bq has a basis com-
posed reduced multi-curves. Since each of them is uniquely determined by
its intersection numbers with the edges of the triangulation, we have an em-
bedding ρ : RMCpF,Bq Ñ ZEě0. Its image is a set |E|-tuples of numberstneuePE such that for every ideal triangle with edges e1, e2, e3, the intersec-
tion numbers ne1 , ne2 , ne3 satisfy triangle inequalities and ne1 ` ne2 ` ne3 is
even. Hence, ρpRMCpF,Bqq is an additive semigroup in ZEě0. Although not
all subsemigroups of ZEě0 are finitely generated, the polyhedral cones in Zn
are by [Co]. Denote the generators of ρpRMCpF,Bqq by ρpC1q, ..., ρpCnq.
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We say that elements x and y of an R-algebra A-commute if xy “ Anyx
for some n P Z. Observe that all reduced multi-curves in pF,Bq A-commute
in GRSpF,Bq. Indeed all intersections between reduced simple multi-curves
C and C 1 can be pushed into the edges of the ideal triangulation. Resolutions
of all such intersections result with multi-curves of lower weight, except for
a single one C2 with ρpC2q “ ρpCq ` ρpC 1q. Therefore, C ¨ C 1 equals C2 in
GRSpF,Bq up to a multiplicative power of A. Since for every multi-curve
M in pF,Bq, ρpMq “ řePE ceρpCeq, M equals śePE Ccee times a power of A.
Since RMCpF,Bq spans GRSpF,Bq, we conclude that S1, ..., Sn generate
GRSpF,Bq. Since S1, ..., Sn A-commute, GRSpF,Bq is a quantum torus.
Being an iterated skew-polynomial ring, GRSpF,Bq is Noetherian by [GW,
Thm I.2.6]. 
1.8. Graded skein algebras defined by pants decompositions of sur-
faces. Theorems 1 and 2 were proved for F torus in [BP]. (Note that the
center of the skein algebra of the torus was proved to be trivial under slightly
stricter assumptions on R which are unnecessary for the proof. Theorems 1
and 2 can be also deduced from the algebraic description of the skein algebra
of the torus of [FG].)
Therefore, assume from now on that F ‰ S2, D2, S1 ˆ S1. For brevity,
denote the annulus S1 ˆ r´1, 1s by A. (That should not lead to the con-
fusion with A˘1 P R.) We intend to carry proofs for F “ A and F ‰ A
simultaneously, despite some differences between these cases. For this rea-
son, let d be the number of boundary components of F , for F ‰ A, and
let d “ 1 for F “ A. Denote the boundary components of F by γ1, ..., γd
in some arbitrary order. (For F annulus γ1 is one of the components of BA
and γ2 is undefined.)
Now consider a maximal collection γd`1, ..., γd`s of disjoint, non-contractible,
non-parallel to each other, non-boundary-parallel, simple, closed curves in
F. If we denote the genus of F by g, then
s “
#
0 if F “ A
3g ´ 3` d otherwise,
and if F ‰ A then F ´Ťd`si“1 γi is a union of p2g` d´ 2q disjoint open pairs
of pants (the absolute value of the Euler characteristic of F ).
γ1, ..., γd`s will be fixed throughout the rest of the paper. Given a diagram
D, we will denote the minimal geometric intersection number between D and
γi by nipDq for i “ 1, ..., d ` s. From now on, the weight of D will refer to
the weight with respect to M “ Ťs`di“1 γi, i.e. řd`si“1 nipDq. We are going
to consider the filtration tFkukě0 and the graded skein algebras GRSpF q
introduced in Sec. 1.6 (with respect to M “ Ťs`di“1 γi). We are going to
deduce Theorems 1 and 2 from their graded versions:
Theorem 11. If A4n ´ 1 is not a zero divisor in R for any n ą 0 then
for any marked surface pF,Bq ‰ pA,Hq, CpGRSpF,Bqq is the polynomial
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{1,1,2}
1,−
γ
1,+γ
P
γ2,+
γ2,−
Figure 2. Decomposition of once-punctured torus into an-
nuli and a pair of pants. Base intervals in annuli and the Y
graph in the pair of pants are depicted by the dash lines in
the back.
ring (with coefficients in R) in variables Kγ for the unmarked connected
components γ of BF.
Theorem 12. If R is an integral domain then for every marked surface
pF,Bq the graded reduced skein algebra GRSpF,Bq is a domain.
The above theorem immediately implies Theorem 1 and 2. Let us start
with the latter one: Let x P Fk ´ Fk´1, y P Fl ´ Fl´1, for some k, l ě 0.
Then grpxq ¨ grpyq “ x ¨ y`Fk`l´1 is non-zero in GRSpF,Bq implying that
x ¨ y R Fk`l´1 and, hence, non-zero.
For the first one, notice that if c P CpRSpF,Bqq, c ‰ 0 then grpcq is a
non-zero element of the center of GRSpF,Bq. By Theorem 11, grpcq is a
polynomial in Kγ for the unmarked connected components γ of BF. Conse-
quently, grpcq P F0 and, hence, c “ grpcq. This implies that CpRSpF,Bqq
is generated by Kγ ’s as above. They are algebraically independent, because
monomials in these variables are basis elements of RSpF,Bq by Theorem 7.
2. Classification of multi-curves in surfaces
Let A1, ...,Ad`s be mutually disjoint regular neighborhoods of γ1, ..., γd`s.
For F “ A (annulus), take A1 “ A.
Fix an orientation and a basepoint ˚ in S1. Identify each Ai with A “
S1 ˆ r´1, 1s through an orientation preserving homeomorphism. Let γi,`,
γi,´ be the components of BAi corresponding to S1 ˆ t`1u and S1 ˆ t´1u
respectively. We orient γi,˘ in the direction of S1. Note that by the above
conventions γi,´ “ γi Ă BF for i “ 1, ..., d.
We call the image of t˚uˆr´1, 1s Ă A under the identification Ai » A the
base interval of Ai, for i “ 1, ..., d` s. We will assume that if Ai is adjacent
to a marked boundary component of F then the end of the base interval in
Ai lying in BF belongs to B.
Since F ‰ S2, D2, S1 ˆ S1, the above annuli decompose F into pairs of
pants. (For F “ A the set of pairs of pants is empty.) Every pair of pants in
F is bounded by γi,ε1 , γj,ε2 , γk,ε3 , for some 1 ď i, j, k ď d`s, ε1, ε2, ε3 P t˘u.
We denote it by Pti,j,k,ε1,ε2,ε3u or by Pti,j,ku for simplicity. The index ti, j, ku
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is a multi-set since two of the indices i, j, k may coincide. Denote the set of
all such multi-sets ti, j, ku by P.1
Let P be a model pair of pants. We assume that P is oriented and that
it contains a base graph Y composed of three edges with one endpoint on
each of the components of BP and the other endpoints meeting a trivalent
vertex. (Hence, the notation, Y .) We identify each Pti,j,ku with P through
some homeomorphism such that the endpoints Y XPti,j,ku coincide with the
endpoints of the base intervals of the three surrounding annuli Ai,Aj ,Ak,
cf. Fig 2.
Our proofs rely on the classification of reduced multi-curves on surfaces
based on the above parametrized pants decomposition, due to Dehn-Thurston,
[De, FLP, PH], which was extended to multi-curves containing arcs in [PP].
(That “parametrization” is determined by the graph in F composed of the
base intervals and Y-graphs defined above.) According to that classifica-
tion, given a parametrized pants decomposition of F (as above), all reduced
multi-curves in F can be positioned in a unique canonical form composed
of canonical diagrams in each annulus and in each pair of pants. These
canonical diagrams are defined as follows.
For any pn, tq P Zą0 ˆ Z, let T pn, tq be a 1-manifold properly embedded
in A composed of n arcs connecting S1 ˆ t1u with S1 ˆ t´1u, away from
t˚uˆt˘1u, such that the embedding realizes minimal geometric intersection
number |t| between T pn, tq and t˚u ˆ r´1, 1s and that each intersection of
T pn, tq with t˚u ˆ r´1, 1s is in the direction of S1 for t ą 0 as the “height”
coordinate in r´1, 1s increases, or in the opposite direction for t ă 0, cf.
for example Fig. 3. (For consistency, in all drawings of surfaces we assume
that the most upfront piece is oriented counterclockwise.) There is an alter-
native way of distinguishing between positive and negative twists in annuli
– a positive twist is obtained by the A smoothing of the crossing in the
multiplication of the base interval by the meridian.2
Furthermore, for t ě 0, let T p0, tq be a disjoint collection of t simple
closed loops in A parallel to BA. The diagrams T pn, tq Ă A for pn, tq P
Zą0 ˆ ZY t0u ˆ Zě0 are the canonical diagrams in A.
We define “canonical” diagrams T pn0, n1, n2q in P as follows: Denote the
boundary components of P by B0P, B1P, and B2P as in Fig. 4(a). Then for
any n0, n1, n2 P Zě0 with n0 ` n1 ` n2 even, T pn0, n1, n2q Ă P is defined as
follows:
(a) If n0, n1, n2 satisfy triangle inequalities,
(4) n0 ď n1 ` n2, n1 ď n0 ` n2, n2 ď n0 ` n1,
1Note that ti, j, ku determines Pti,j,ku uniquely, with the only exception being when
two pairs of pants are glued together into a closed surface F of genus 2. Despite this, we
will use notation Pti,j,ku in our proofs for simplicity. All arguments work for the above
special case as well, by simply including ε1, ε2, ε3 in the subscripts.
2That means the meridian is on top. The remark about the A-smoothing implies that
orientating γi,ε curves is not essential for the proofs. It will be sometimes useful however
for bookkeeping.
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−1
ba
1
Figure 3. Canonical tangle diagram T pa ` b, aq in A for
a, b ě 0 which denote multiplicities of parallel arcs.
P0 1
2
(a)
P
P
P0
(b)
P
P2
1
P
(c)
2
0 P1P
Figure 4. Canonical tangle diagrams for the pair of pants
P. The base graph Y is drawn by dashed lines in the back.
(a) T p3, 2, 3q (b) T p1, 2, 5q (c) T p1, 2, 5q drawn on a pair of
pants cut along the graph Y.
then T pn0, n1, n2q is composed of n1i “ ni`1`ni`2´ni2 parallel arcs connectingBi`1P with Bi`2P, where i “ 0, 1, 2 and all indices are considered mod 3.
These arcs are disjoint and none of them intersects Y, cf. Pic 4(a).
(b) If n0, n1, n2 fail to satisfy triangle inequalities, then ni ą ni`1`ni`2,
for some i P t0, 1, 2u and we define T pn0, n1, n2q to be composed of nj parallel
arcs connecting BiP and BjP, for j “ i` 1, i` 2 mod 3, and of
n1i “ pni ´ ni`1 ´ ni`2q{2
parallel arcs α connecting BiP with itself and going “around” Bi`1P. That
is if you cut P along Y and place it on a plane so that it has the counter-
clockwise orientation, then α goes around Bi`1P, cf. Fig. 4(b,c). As before
all of the above arcs are disjoint from each other.
Note that by this definition, T pn0, n1, n2q has precisely ni endpoints on
BiP, i “ 1, 2, 3.
Let B1 Ă BF be the set of endpoints of base intervals in A1, ...,Ad ly-
ing in the marked components of BF . By our earlier assumption about
endpoints of base intervals, B1 Ă B. We say that a reduced multi-curve in
RMCpF,B1q is in a canonical position iff its intersection with each annulus
Ai and with each pairs of pants in P is a canonical diagram. By Dehn-
Thurston-Papadopoulos-Penner classification theorem, any reduced multi-
curve is isotopic to a unique multi-curve in a canonical position, [PP].
Recall that for any reduced multi-curve C P RMCpF,B1q, n1pCq, ..., nd`spCq
are the geometric intersection numbers of C with γ1, ..., γd`s. Additionally,
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let t1pCq, ...., td`spCq be defined as follows: If C 1 is the unique canonical
multi-curve isotopic to C then C 1XAi “ T pnipCq, tipCqq for i “ 1, ..., d` s.
These are Dehn-Thurston numbers (or coordinates) of C. The “n”-s are
called the “intersection” numbers and the “t”-s are the “twisting” numbers.
Hence, we arrive at
Theorem 13. For a surface pF,B1q with a parametrized pants decomposi-
tion, reduced multi-curves C in pF,B1q are classified by intersection numbers
n1pCq, ..., nd`spCq P Zě0, and by the “twisting” numbers, t1pCq, ..., td`spCq P
Z.
Obviously not all 2pd ` sq-tuples of intersection and twist numbers are
realized for given pF,B1q. They are intersection and twist numbers of some
multi-curve in pF,B1q iff (a) for any pair of pants the surrounding intersec-
tion numbers adds up to an even number, (b) if ni “ 0 then ti ě 0, (c)
ni “ 0 for every unmarked boundary component BiF.
The classification of multi-curves in all marked surfaces pF,Bq for arbi-
trary B is exactly as above, except that one needs to take into account
different possible positions of multi-curve endpoints with respect to points
of B. Specifically, we have:
Corollary 14. Reduced multi-curves C in pF,Bq are classified by inter-
section numbers nbpCq for b P B, which count the intersection numbers of
C with intervals of BF with initial point b (with respect to the orientation
of BF ), the intersection numbers nd`1pCq, ..., nd`spCq, and the “twisting”
numbers, t1pCq, ..., td`spCq P Z.
3. Multiplications in annuli
Recall that A “ S1 ˆ r´1, 1s and that S1 has a fixed base point ˚. Let
SnpAq Ă SpA, t˚uˆt˘1uq be composed of link diagrams with precisely n end-
points in S1ˆt1u and n endpoints in S1ˆt´1u. Recall that S 1pF,Bq denotes
a submodule of SpF,Bq spanned by link diagrams containing a boundary
parallel arc. By analogy, we denote the submodule of SnpAq spanned by
such link diagrams by S 1npAq and we define RSnpAq to be SnpAq{S 1npAq.
RSpA, t˚uˆt˘1uq has a basis composed of reduced multi-curves in pA, t˚uˆ
t˘1uq with no caps nor cups. These multi-curves have equal numbers of top
and bottom endpoints and, consequently,
RSpA, t˚u ˆ t˘1uq “ ‘ně0RSnpAq.
In fact, this is an algebra grading on RSpA, t˚u ˆ t˘1uq. (Note however
that SpA, t˚u ˆ t˘1uq is much larger than ‘ně0 SnpAq.)
For the purpose of proving formulas for products T pn1, t1q ¨ T pn2, t2q in
skein algebras of the annulus, it is useful to consider a concatenation oper-
ation
SnpAq ˆ SnpAq Ý˝Ñ SnpAq
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obtained by identifying S1 ˆ t´1u of the first annulus with S1 ˆ t1u of the
second one and by gluing the corresponding endpoints of link diagrams. (We
denote this concatenation multiplication by ˝ to distinguish it from the skein
algebra multiplication.) Note that
(5) T pn, tq ˝ T pn, t1q “ T pn, t` t1q.
One may call pSnpAq, ˝q the “Temperley-Lieb algebra of the annulus”.
Lemma 15. S 1npAq is a two-sided ideal in SnpAq with respect to ˝ and,
consequently, pRSnpAq, ˝q is an algebra.
Proof. S 1npAq is spanned by diagrams with a cap or a cup. SnpAq is spanned
by multi-curves. A concatenation of a diagram with a cap or cup with
a multi-curve contains a cap or a cup and, hence, it belongs to S 1npAq as
well. 
Remark 16. (1) RSnpAq is a free R-module with a basis given by T pn, tq
for t P Z.
(2) The products ¨ and ˝ are “distributive” with respect to each other in the
following sense: if xi, yi P RSnipAq for i “ 1, 2, then
px1 ˝ y1q ¨ px2 ˝ y2q “ px1 ¨ x2q ˝ py1 ¨ y2q
in RSn1`n2pAq.
Lemma 17. If n1, n2 ą 0, then
T pn1, t1q ¨ T pn2, t2q “ At2n1´t1n2 ¨ T pn1 ` n2, t1 ` t2q,
in RSn1`n2pAq.
The statement holds for n1 “ n2 “ 0 as well, but not when precisely one
of n1, n2 is zero, cf. equations (7) and (8).
Proof. By Remark 16(2),
T pn1, t1q ¨ T pn2, t2q “ pT pn1, t1q ˝ T pn1, 0qq ¨ pT pn2, 0q ˝ T pn2, t2qq “
pT pn1, t1q ¨ T pn2, 0qq ˝ pT pn1, 0q ¨ T pn2, t2qq.
Therefore, since twists are additive under composition ˝, it is enough to
prove that
(6) T pn1, t1q ¨ T pn2, 0q “ A´t1¨n2 ¨ T pn1 ` n2, t1q
and
T pn1, 0q ¨ T pn2, t2q “ At2¨n1 ¨ T pn1 ` n2, t2q.
We prove the first identity, (6), only, since the proof of the second one
is practically identical. Assume that t1 ‰ 0, since otherwise (6) is obvious.
Note that T pn1, εq ¨ T pn2, 0q, for ε “ t1{|t1| P t˘1u, has an n2 crossing
diagram and all resolutions of these crossings produce diagrams in S 1n1`n2pAq
with the exception of the one obtained by A´ε smoothings only (cf. Fig. 6).
That resolution yields diagram T pn1 ` n2, εq. Hence,
T pn1, εq ¨ T pn2, 0q “ A´ε¨n2 ¨ T pn1 ` n2, εq.
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−1
n
+1
“ An n−1`A´n
n−1
Figure 5. T p0, 1q ¨ T pn, 0q in RSnpAq.
Resolutions of : A-type: , A´1-type: .
Figure 6. Resolutions of a crossing
By composing this identity |t1| times with itself (by ˝) we obtain the desired
identity (6). 
Lemma 18.
T pn, tq ¨ T p0, 1q “ An ¨ T pn, t` 1q `A´n ¨ T pn, t´ 1q and
T p0, 1q ¨ T pn, tq “ A´n ¨ T pn, t` 1q `An ¨ T pn, t´ 1q
in RSnpAq, cf. Fig. 5.
Proof. Since T pn, tq “ T pn, 0q ˝ T pn, tq and T p0, 1q “ T p0, 1q ˝ H, Remark
16(2) implies that it is enough to prove the identities of the statement for
t “ 0.
All resolutions of the n crossings of T pn, 0q ¨T p0, 1q and of T p0, 1q ¨T pn, 0q
result in cups or caps and, hence, diagrams in S 1npAq, except for the one
with all resolutions of type A and the one with all resolutions of type A´1
which yield the equations of the statement, cf. Fig. 5. 
Since T p0, t1q is T p0, 1q ˝-composed with itself t1 times, an induction based
on the above lemma yields
(7) T pn, tq ¨ T p0, t1q “
t1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
t1
j
˙
Apt1´2jqn T pn, t` t1 ´ 2jq
and
(8) T p0, t1q ¨ T pn, tq “
t1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
t1
j
˙
A´pt1´2jqn T pn, t` t1 ´ 2jq
in RSnpAq.
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4. Graded skein algebras
By analogy with the subspaces SnpAq of SpAq consider subspaces Sn0,n1,n2pPq
of SpP, BPXY q composed of linear combinations of pP, BPXY q-link diagrams
with ni endponts on BiP boundary component of P for i “ 0, 1, 2. We define
RSn0,n1,n2pPq in an analogous way, by killing all diagrams with boundary
parallel components. Clearly,
SpP, BPX Y q “ ‘n0,n1,n2ě0 Sn0,n1,n2pPq
and an analogous decomposition holds for RSpP, BPX Y q as well.
For every sequence of numbers n1, ..., nd`s ě 0 our parametrized pants
decomposition
F “
d`sď
i“1
Ai Y
ď
ti,j,kuPP
Pti,j,ku
defines a concatenation map
Φ :
d`są
i“1
SnipAq ˆ
ą
ti,j,kuPP
Sni,nj ,nkpPq Ñ SpF,B1q,
where as before B1 consists of endpoints base intervals in the marked com-
ponents of BF . Here, n1, ..., nd`s are any non-negative numbers (with ni “ 0
if i ď d and BiF is unmarked).
Lemma 19. The above concatenation map descends to
Φ1 :
d`są
i“1
RSnipAq ˆ
ą
ti,j,kuPP
RSni,nj ,nkpPq Ñ Fw{Fw´1 Ă GRSpF,B1q,
for w “ řd`si“1 ni.
Proof. Consider any link diagrams in Sn1pAq, ...,Snd`spAq and in Sni,nj ,nkpPq,
for ti, j, ku P P. If one of them belongs to S 1n1pAq, ...,S 1nd`spAq or to some
S 1ni,nj ,nkpPq then the link obtained through contractions Φ either (a) can be
deformed by pushing a boundary parallel arc (“cap”) through one of the
gamma curves, which will result in lowering its intersection number with
that curve or (b) it contains an arc parallel to BF. 
Remark 20. Lemma 19 generalizes easily to marked surfaces pF,Bq for any
B. In that case, for any component BiF of BF with BiF X B “ tb1, ..., bku
and k ą 1, one needs to consider RSnipA, t˚u ˆ t1u Y tb1, ..., bku ˆ t´1uuq
(instead of RSnipAq), where t´1u ˆ S1 is identified with BiF .
More generally, consider marked surfaces surfaces pF1, B1q, ..., pFk, Bkq
with some parametrized pants decompositions. Gluing them along some
boundary components with compatible numbers of base points results in a
marked surface pF,Bq together with a corresponding concatenation map
GRSpF1, B1q ˆ ...ˆ GRSpFk, Bkq Ñ GRSpF,Bq.
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5. Proof of Theorem 11
The knots Kγ for the unmarked components γ of BF are obviously central
in GRSpF,Bq. Since GRSpF,Bq has a basis of reduced multi-curves, mono-
mials in knots Kγ are linearly independent. Hence, Kγ ’s are algebraically
independent. Consequently, to complete the proof of the statement it is
enough to show that Kγ ’s generate CpGRSpF,Bqq.
Recall that by Corollary 14 the reduced multi-curves in pF,Bq are classi-
fied by
‚ intersection coordinates nb, for b P B, which we will think of as a
function ν : B Ñ Zě0, νpbq “ nb,
‚ intersection coordinates nd`1, ..., nd`s ě 0, and
‚ the twist coordinates t1, ..., td`s.
Let us assume that γ1, ..., γu are the unmarked components of BF, while
γu`1, ..., γd are the marked ones. For F annulus, for which we assume B ‰
H, let u “ 1 if one of the boundary curves of F is unmarked and u “ 0 if
both are marked. Then t1, ..., tu ě 0 for multi-curves in pF,Bq.
Let Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s be a free R-module with a basis given by multi-curves
in RMCpF,Bq with intersection coordinates ν : B Ñ Zě0, nd`1, ..., nd`s.
We say that ν, nd`1, ..., nd`s are realizable iff Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s ‰ t0u. We call
such submodules of GRSpF,Bq H-spaces. Each Fk{Fk´1 decomposes into
a direct sum of H-spaces for řbPB νpbq ` nd`1 ` ... ` nd`s “ k. Further-
more, this decomposition makes GRSpF,Bq into a multi-graded algebra.
Therefore, any central element of GRSpF,Bq is a sum of central elements
in spaces Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s and, consequently, it is enough to prove that every
c P Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s central in GRSpF,Bq is a polynomial in Kγ ’s.
For any realizable ν, nd`1, ..., nd`s identify Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s with
Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss, by assigning to every reduced multi-curve C the
monomial x
t1pCq
1 , ..., x
td`spCq
d`s .This identification is very convenient for ex-
pressing certain products in GRSpF,Bq. Consider the following example:
Remark 21. By Remark 20, the left and right multiplications of a reduced
multi-curve C in GRSpF,Bq by γi affects the i-th twisting number of C only.
Specifically, by Lemma 18, C ¨ γi and γi ¨ C are represented by
x
t1pCq
1 ¨ ... ¨ xtd`spCqd`s ¨ pAnixi `A´nix´1i q
and
x
t1pCq
1 ¨ ... ¨ xtd`spCqd`s ¨ pA´nixi `Anix´1i q
in Hn1,...,nd`s.
Assume that A4n ´ 1 is not a zero divisor in R for any n ‰ 0. Con-
sider a non-zero c P Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s X CpGRSpF,Bqq as above for some
ν, nd`1, ..., nd`s.
Lemma 22. ν “ nd`1 “ ... “ nd`s “ 0.
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Proof. Assume ni ‰ 0 for some i P B Y td ` 1, ..., d ` su. Since c is an
R-linear combination of reduced multi-curves in Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s , by Remark
21,
c ¨ γi ´ γi ¨ c “ c ¨ pAni ´A´niqpxi ´ x´1i q
in Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss. (As before, ni for i ď d are sums of nb over
all points b on the i-th boundary component.) This expression is non zero
since
c ¨ pAni ´A´niq “ c ¨A´nipA2ni ´ 1q.
Hence, c ¨ γi ‰ γi ¨ c – yielding a contradiction. 
Therefore, c is a polynomial expression in curves γ1, ..., γd`s. We need to
prove that c involves variables γ1, ..., γu only. Assume that is not the case
and c involves a monomial
m “ r ¨ γt11 ¨ ... ¨ γtd`sd`s ,
with ti ą 0 for some i ą u.
Let Ω be a reduced multi-curve with Dehn-Thurston coordinates
(9) nipΩq “
#
0 for i “ 1, ..., u,
2 for i “ u` 1, ..., d` s,
with all of twist coordinates zero. The distribution of the intersection num-
bers ni “ 2 for u ă i ď d among nb for b P B in the i-th boundary component
can be chosen arbitrarily here. Note that Ω exists. (It is the boundary of a
regular neighborhood of the graph composed of all base intervals in annuli
Ai and of all Y graphs in pairs of pants Pti,j,ku.) Ω P H0,...,0,2,...,2 (where the
first u indexes are zero).
Assuming that c involves a monomial as above, we are going to show that
Ω ¨ c´ c ¨ Ω ‰ 0. For any monomial
(10) m “ r ¨ γt11 ¨ ... ¨ γtd`sd`s ,
in c the values of m ¨ Ω and of Ω ¨ m in GRSpF,Bq can be computed by
considering a contribution of each annulus separately by Remark 20. The
left and right multiplications of Ω by γt11 ¨...¨γtuu change the first u components
of Ω to t1, ..., tu. The left and right multiplications of Ω by γ
ti
i for i ą u can
be computed by (7) and (8). They will be linear combinations of reduced
multi-curves with all twist coordinates zero, except possibly for the i-th one.
Putting the effects of multiplications by γtii for i “ 1, ..., d` s together, we
conclude that Ω ¨m´m ¨ Ω is an element of H0,...,0,2,...,2 corresponding to
r
uź
i“1
xtii ¨
˜
d`sź
i“u`1
tiÿ
j“0
ˆ
ti
j
˙
A2ti´4jxti´2ji ´
d`sź
i“u`1
tiÿ
j“0
ˆ
ti
j
˙
A´2ti`4jxti´2ji
¸
.
Now assume that (10) is the leading monomial, LMpcq, of the polynomial
c with respect to the lexicographic ordering of the variables gamma, such
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P0 1
2P
P
“ A
P0
2
P
P
1
`A´1
F
0 1
2
F F
A
P0
2
P
P
1
`A´1
P0
2
P
P
1
Figure 7. DT p1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0q ¨DT p0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0q and its A
resolution, DT p1, 1, 2, 1, 0, 0q, and A´1 resolution,
DT p1, 1, 2, 0,´1, 1q.
that γ1 ă .... ă γd`s. Then by the above formula,
LMpΩ ¨ c´ c ¨ Ωq “ r
uź
i“1
xtii
˜
d`sź
i“u`1
A2tixtii ´
d`sź
i“u`1
A´2tixtii
¸
“
r
´
A2
řd`s
i“u`1 ti ´A´2
řd`s
i“u`1 ti
¯ d`sź
i“1
xtii .
By our assumption of ti ą 0 for some i ą u, this expression is non-zero, since
A4
řd`s
i“u`1 ti ´ 1 is not a zero divisor in R. Therefore, c cannot be central.
That completes the argument by contradiction.
6. Proof of Theorem 12
Consider a total order ă on RMCpF,Bq such that C ă C 1 if (a) C is of
lower weight than C 1 or (b) C and C 1 have equal weight but C is less than
C 1 in the lexicographic order on RMCpF,Bq identified by Corollary 14 with
a subset of Z|B|`sě0 ˆ Zd`s (through Dehn-Thurston coordinates).
For any x “ řCPRMCpF,Bq rC C P GRSpF,Bq, let LMpxq be the largest
summand of x with respect of that ordering, that is
LMpxq “ rC0C0,
where C0 is the largest C with non-zero coefficient rC .
From now one the following notation will be useful: For any x, x1 in some
R-algebra we will write x 9“x1 if x “ Aex1 for some e P Z.
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If for every x, y P GRSpF,Bq,
(11) LMpx ¨ yq 9“LMpxq ¨ LMpyq
was to hold in GRSpF,Bq, that would imply that GRSpF,Bq is a domain for
every integral domain R. That is not the case however, as example of Fig. 7
shows. Denote by Dpn0, n1, n2, t0, t1, t2q the multi-curve in pP, BPXY q with
these Dehn-Thurston coordinates. Then
DT p1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0q ¨DT p0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0q “
A ¨DT p1, 1, 2, 1, 0, 0q `A´1 ¨DT p1, 1, 2, 0,´1, 1q
in GRSpP, BPX Y q.3 The above multiplication does not satisfy (11). There
is, however, a nice subalgebra of GRSpF,Bq in which (11) holds, defined as
follows:
As before, let nipCq “ řnbpCq, for i “ 1, ..., d, where the sum is over b P
B lying on the i-th boundary component of BF. We say that C P RMCpF,Bq
is triangular if
‚ for every pair of pants Pti0,i1,i2u P P, ni0pCq, ni1pCq, ni2pCq satisfy
the triangle inequalities (4).
‚ ti “ 0 if ni “ 0.
Denote the set of triangular reduced multi-curves by RMC4pF,Bq and the
subspace of GRSpF,Bq spanned by them by GRS4pF,Bq.
Proposition 23. For every C,C 1 P RMC4pF,Bq
C ¨ C 1 9“C2
in GRSpF,Bq, where C2 is a triangular multi-curve with Dehn-Thurston
coordinates being the sum of those of C and C 1, ν2 “ ν ` ν 1, n2i “ ni ` n1i,
for i “ d` 1, ..., d` s, and t2i “ ti ` t1i, for i “ 1, ..., d` s.
The proof of Proposition 23 below holds for any B, but it is worth noting
that it is enough to prove this result for B1 instead (which is slightly simpler
because B1 has at most one base point per component of BF ). Indeed, there
is a natural “forgetful” R-module epimorphism:
Ψ : GRSpF,Bq Ñ GRSpF,B1q.
Note that for every C,C 1 P RMCpF,Bq,
(12) ΨpC ¨ C 1q 9“ΨpCq ¨ΨpC 1q,
because the diagrams of ΨpC ¨C 1q and of ΨpCq¨ΨpC 1q differ by some possible
crossing changes of arcs near BF only, and only one resolution per each
such crossing in non-zero in the reduced skein module. Suppose now that
Proposition 23 holds for pF,B1q. Observe that GRSpF,Bq is multi-graded
by ν P ZBě0, and that Ψ is 1-1 on each homogenous component of that
3The asymmetry of torsion may look surprising, but recall that we always draw surfaces
so that they are oriented counterclockwise “up front”. Hence, taking mirror image does
not create inconsistency here.
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grading. Therefore, if C,C 1 P RMC4pF,Bq and (12) holds then since C ¨C 1
and C2 belong to the same homogeneous component of GRSpF,Bq, we have
C ¨ C 1 9“C2 (by the above observation).
Proof of Proposition 23:
pC ¨ C 1q X Ai 9“pC2 X Aiq,
in GRSn1`n2pAiq for every i “ 1, ..., d`s, by Lemma 17. (If Ai is a boundary
annulus of BF , with marked points b1, ..., bk, k ą 1, on the corresponding
component of BF then one needs to consider GRSn1`n2pAi, t˚u ˆ t1u Ytb1, ..., bku ˆ t´1uq instead, but the same formula holds.)
Also note that pC ¨ C 1q X Pti,j,ku can be transformed into
Ti,j,kpnipCq ` nipC 1q, njpCq ` njpC 1q, nkpCq ` nkpC 1qq
by rearranging endpoints of C X Pti,j,ku and of C 1 X Pti,j,ku, i.e. by un-
doing crossings between them. That undoing of crossing (or, equivalently,
adding opposite braiding of endpoints) changes the value of a diagram in
GRSn1`n2pAiq by a power of A. Since C ¨ C 1 and C2 differ by powers of A
only in every annulus and every pair of pants, the statement now follows
from Lemma 19 and Remark 20. 
Corollary 24. GRS4pF,Bq is an R-subalgebra of GRSpF,Bq.
Proof. If ni0pCq, ni1pCq, ni2pCq and ni0pC 1q, ni1pC 1q, ni2pC 1q satisfy the tri-
angle inequalities then ni0pCq ` ni0pC 1q, ni1pCq ` ni1pC 1q, ni2pCq ` ni2pC 1q
do to. Therefore, the statement follows from the proposition above. 
Corollary 25. GRS4pF,Bq is a domain.
Proof. By the above proposition, for any non-zero x, y P GRS4pF,Bq,
LMpx ¨ yq 9“LMpxq ¨ LMpyq.
Furthermore, by the same proposition, LMpxq ¨ LMpyq is a non-zero scalar
multiple of a reduced multi-curve in GRS4pF,Bq and, hence, it is non-zero
in GRS4pF,Bq. 
Now we are going to deduce Theorem 12 from Corollary 25 and the follow-
ing statement. Let Ω P RMCpF,Bq be as in the previous section, i.e. have
intersection coordinates (9) and all twist coordinates zero. (If B has more
than a single point on some component of BF then such Ω is not unique.)
Let rΩ, lΩ : GRSpF,Bq Ñ GRSpF,Bq be the right and left multiplication
maps, rΩpxq “ x ¨ Ω, lΩpxq “ Ω ¨ x.
Proposition 26. (1) For every x P GRSpF,Bq,
rnΩpxq, lnΩpxq P GRS4pF,Bq,
for sufficiently large n.
(2) The maps rΩ, lΩ : GRSpF,Bq Ñ GRSpF,Bq are 1-1.
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Figure 8. Product of T pn0, n1, n2q (in blue) with T p2, 2, 2q
(in red), for ni ą ni`1`ni`2, with its endpoints rearranged to
minimize the crossing number. For readability of the picture,
we did not depict the Y graph in the back of P.
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Figure 9.
Proof of Theorem 12: Let x, y P GRSpF,Bq, x, y ‰ 0. By the above
proposition, Ωnx and yΩn are non-zero elements of GRS4pF,Bq for suffi-
ciently large n and, hence, ΩnxyΩn ‰ 0 in GRS4pF,Bq by Corollary 25.
That implies in particular that xy ‰ 0 in GRSpF,Bq. 
For the purpose of proving Proposition 26 we will need the following:
Lemma 27. Assume that n0, n1, n2 ě 0, n0 ` n1 ` n2 is even, and ni ą
ni`1 ` ni`2, for some i “ 0, 1, 2, where the indexes are mod 3. Then
T pn0, n1, n2q ¨ T p2, 2, 2q 9“pAn1i ¨D1 `A´n1i ¨D2q,
in RSn0`2,n1`2,n2`2pPq, where n1i “ ni´ni`1´ni`22 and we identity P with
PY A0 Y A1 Y A2 (adjacent annuli to B0P, B1P, and B2P, respectively) and
‚ D1 is T pn0` 2, n1` 2, n2` 2q composed with T pni`1` 2, 1q in Ai`1.
‚ D2 is T pn0 ` 2, n1 ` 2, n2 ` 2q composed with T pni ` 2, 1q in Ai and
with T pni`2 ` 2,´1q in Ai`2.
Notice that the above lemma is a generalization of the multiplication in
Fig. 7.
Proof. Since crossing changes between link endpoints inRSn0`2,n1`2,n2`2pPq
change the value of the link by a multiplicative factor of power of A, we can
consider Fig. 8 instead of T pn0, n1, n2q ¨ T p2, 2, 2q for the purpose of the
proof. Its n1i crossings are enclosed in a subdiagram in Fig. 9(a). All resolu-
tions of these crossings result in cups or caps in the subdiagram and, hence,
vanish inRSn0`2,n1`2,n2`2pPq, except for the one with all resolutions of type
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Figure 10. Diagrams D1 and D2.
A and the one with all resolutions of type A´1 which yield the subdiagrams
shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c) respectively and the diagrams D1 and D2 in Fig.
10. 
Proof of Proposition 26:
(1) rnΩ and l
n
Ω increase all intersection coordinates ni, for i ą u, of any
reduced multi-curve C in F by 2n. Now the statement follows from the fact
that there are finitely many pairs of pants in F and for each pair of pants
Pti,j,ku
nipCq ` 2n, njpCq ` 2n, nkpCq ` 2n
satisfy triangle inequalities for sufficiently large n.
(2) The proof below works for arbitrary B. Alternatively, one can reduce
the statement to that for pF,B1q by the same method as in the remark
following the statement of Proposition 23.
As in the previous section, let Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s be the free R-module with
a basis given by reduced multi-curves C P RMCpF,Bq with intersection
coordinates ν, nd`1, ..., nd`s. Recall that such H-spaces define an algebra
grading on GRSpF,Bq. Since lΩ, rΩ map different H-spaces to different H-
spaces, it is enough to show that lΩ, rΩ are 1-1 when restricted to H-spaces.
As in the previous section, assume that γ1, ..., γu are the unmarked com-
ponents of BF . The functions rΩ and lΩ map Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s to
Hν`νΩ,nd`1`2,...,nd`s`2 where the indices of the H-space on the right come
from the sum of the intersection coordinates pν, nd`1, ..., nd`sq with the inter-
section coordinates of Ω, pνΩ, 2, ...., 2q. Here, νΩpbq “ 2 for one b P B on each
marked boundary component of BF and νΩpb1q “ 0 for all other b1 P B. As-
sume that pν, nd`1, ..., nd`sq is realizable. By identifying Hν,nd`1,...,nd`s and
Hν`νΩ,nd`1`2,...,nd`s`2 with Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1i`1, ..., x˘1d`ss as before, we consider
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rΩ, lΩ as functions
rΩ, lΩ : Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss Ñ Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss.
Consider a pair of pants Pi,j,k such that ni, nj , nk fail some triangle in-
equality. Without loss of generality, we can assume that ni ą nj ` nk. By
its definition, Pi,j,k is bounded by γi,ε1 , γj,ε2 , γk,ε3 for some ε1, ε2, ε3 P t˘u.
Assume that if Pi,j,k is drawn such that Y graph is in the back and the front
is oriented counterclockwise then γi,ε1 , γj,ε2 , γk,ε3 appear in counterclockwise
direction. Let
pi,j,k “ An1ixj `A´n1ixix´1k ,
where n1i “ ni´nj´nk2 .
Lemma 28. For every reduced multi-curve C in GRSpF,Bq with intersec-
tion coordinates ν, nd`1, ..., nd`s,
rΩpCq 9“
d`sź
i“u`1
yi¨
ź
pi,j,k P Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss » Hν`νΩ,nd`2,...,nd`s`2,
where yi “ xtipCqi if ni ‰ 0 and
yi “ pA2xi `A´2x´1i qtipCq
for i such that ni “ 0. The product ś pi,j,k is over all pairs of pants Pti,j,ku
such that ni, nj , nk fail to satisfy triangle inequalities. (The i in pi,j,k is
unrelated to the i in yi.)
Proof. For any C P RMCpF,Bq, C ¨ Ω is given by the concatenation Φ’ (of
Lemma 19 and of Remark 20) of the pieces pC ¨Ωq XAi, for i “ 1, ..., d` s,
with the pieces pC ¨ Ωq X P for all pairs of pants P P P.
By Lemma 17 and by (7), (8),
pC ¨ Ωq X Ai 9“
#
T pni ` 2, tipCqq for ni ‰ 0,řti
l“1
`tipCq
l
˘
A2tipCq´4lT p2, tipCq ´ 2lq for ni “ 0,
for i “ u` 1, ..., d` s. Given the identifications
(13) Hν,nd,...,nd`s » Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss » Hν`νΩ,nd`2,...,nd`s`2,
the above multiplication operation corresponds either to identity map or to
multiplication by
tipCqÿ
l“0
ˆ
tipCq
l
˙
A2tipCq´4lxtipCq´2li “ pA2xi `A´2x´1i qtipCq.
Let us consider the effect of the multiplication of C by Ω in pairs of pants
now. By assuming C is in a canonical position, C X Pti,j,ku “ T pni, nj , nkq
for some ni, nj , nk. If they satisfy triangle inequalities, then
pC ¨ Ωq X Pti,j,ku 9“T pni ` 2, nj ` 2, nk ` 2q
in RSni`2,nj`2,nk`2pPq by Proposition 23.
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If ni, nj , nk fail some triangle inequality, then the value of pC ¨ Ωq X P in
RSni`2,nj`2,nk`2pPq is given by Lemma 27.
Since twist coordinates are additive under composition of canonical link
diagrams in annuli, the i-th twist coordinates of the summands of C ¨Ω are
the sums of twists coming from the multiplication C ¨ Ω in Ai and of the
possible correction twists from the adjacent pairs of pants, as in Lemma 27.
Therefore, through identification (13) the twist coordinates are given by the
formula of the statement. 
Going back to the proof of Proposition 26, observe that the term
ś
pi,j,k
in the formula of Lemma 28 does not depend on the twist coordinates of
C. In other words, this product depends on the values of n1, ..., nd`s only.
Therefore, it is enough to prove that
r¯Ω “ rΩ{
ź
pi,j,k : Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss Ñ Rrx1, ..., xu, x˘1u`1, ..., x˘1d`ss
is 1-1. By Lemma 28,
r¯Ωpxt11 ¨ ... ¨ xtd`sd`s q 9“ ¨
d`sź
i“1
yi,
where yi are as above. Therefore, given a lexicographic ordering of monomi-
als in x1, ..., xd`s, the leading monomial of r¯Ωpxt11 ¨ ... ¨xtd`sd`s q with respect to
that ordering is xt11 ¨ ... ¨ xtd`sd`s up to a power of A. That means that for any
polynomial w, the leading terms of w and of r¯Ωpwq coincide up to a power
of A. Therefore, r¯Ω is 1-1 and, consequently, rΩ is 1-1 as well.
The proof of lΩ being 1-1 is analogous. (Note that Ω ¨ C becomes C ¨ Ω
by substituting A by A´1.) That completes the proof of Proposition 26 and
of Theorem 12. 
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